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Introduction
• Schedule
• https://www.secm4.org/processing-

workshop-agenda

• Food/Coffee
• Seminole Cafe
• FSU Student Union

• Instructors
• Scott Stagg
• Nebojša (Nash) Bogdanović

• Students

https://www.secm4.org/processing-workshop-agenda
https://www.secm4.org/processing-workshop-agenda


For a detailed introduction to 
cryo-EM practice and theory visit 
Grant Jensen’s YouTube lectures
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLhiuGaXlZZenm7lu5qv_A59zEWkRKkBn5



Types of Microscopes



How Does a TEM Work?

• TEM uses electron beams for high-resolution imaging.

• Principle: Electrons pass through a thin specimen, creating an image.
• Electron Source: High-voltage gun emits the electron beam
• Imaging: Detected electrons form a magnified image on a screen
• Applications: Used in biology, materials science, and nanotechnology



TEM images are projection images

TEM projection through entire 
volume

SEM resolves only surface features



Electron micrographs are projection images

Projection of a 
solid sphere

Projection of a 
hollow sphere



Contrast Mechanism
• Contrast differentiates specimen from background.

Contrast in TEM is enhanced by defocusing the objective lens

DOI: 10.1039/C3SM27787A



Amplitude and phase contrast

• Amplitude contrast is produced by the loss of amplitude (i.e. 
electrons) from the beam
• Phase contrast originates from shifts in the relative phases of the 

portions of the beam which contribute to the image



Contrast continued

• In TEM, 7-10% of overall contrast comes from 
amplitude contrast
• 90-93% of contrast comes from phase contrast
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I.C. CONTRAST AND IMAGE FORMATION 

 Resolution in electron images is normally limited by contrast, NOT by lack of resolving power.  Whereas 
the resolving power of the microscope is of the order 0.2-0.3 nm, for most biological specimens, resolution is 
limited to about 1-5 nm.  Contrast of images is determined by the nature and extent of interactions between 
the electron beam and the specimen.  Properties of both the specimen (inherent contrast) and of the 
microscope system (instrumental contrast) are of importance. 

 Contrast is defined as the relative difference in intensity between an image point and its surroundings. 

 Percent contrast  100u
Io � Ib
Ib

 

   where Io 
= intensity of the object point 

    Ib 
= intensity of the background adjacent to the object point 

I.C.1. Electron Scattering  

 In light microscopy, differential absorption of light, which depends mainly on staining the specimen, 
results in the visible differences in various parts of the image.  In the TEM, for specimens of "normal" 
thickness (<100-200 nm), the portion of the beam absorbed is minimal.  To be absorbed, an electron must 
lose all its energy to the specimen.  Those electrons which give up part of their energy are said to be 
inelastically scattered, whereas those which give up none of their energy when scattered are said to be 
elastically scattered. 

 The amount of scattering which occurs at any particular specimen point is dependent on its density and 
overall thickness and is relatively independent of the atomic number, chemical composition, or other 
specimen properties.  The scattering power of a particular area of specimen is directly proportional to its 
mass density (mass per unit area = density x thickness).  With increasing mass thickness the probability of 
scattering increases.  Since the level of contrast is determined by the average atomic number of the 
specimen and biological specimens consist mainly of carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and hydrogen atoms, weak 
contrast is a limiting problem in the imaging of biological specimens.  Inherent contrast may be increased by 
the preferential addition of materials of high atomic number during specimen preparation.  A number of 
specimen preparation techniques for increasing the mass density of biological specimens to increase contrast 
will be discussed in Section II of the course and Lecture Notes. 

 The path of the beam of electrons is changed when passing through the specimen either through collisions 
or electrostatic interactions with the atomic nuclei or the electrons in the electron shells surrounding the nuclei 
(Fig. I.103).  Beam electrons which pass outside the range of the electrostatic field of atomic nuclei and 
atomic electrons are not scattered.  Electrons that are scattered (deflected) may be associated with no loss of 
energy (elastic collision) or a loss of energy (inelastic collision). 

 
Fig. I.103.  Left: Electron trajectories in the vicinity of a nucleus (elastic scattering).  Right: Electron trajectories in the 
vicinity of a stationary electron (inelastic scattering). (From Slayter, p.423). 



Electron scattering generates contrast
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 Deflection of the beam by direct collisions as well as electrostatic interactions between electrons in the 
beam and the massive nuclei result in negligible energy losses of the beam electrons (Fig. I.104).  
Interactions which produce no change in the energy (i.e. wavelength or velocity) of the incident electron are 
termed elastic collisions.  Inelastic collisions occur when energy is transferred by the beam to the electrons 
(negligible mass) of the specimen atoms.  The proportions of inelastic and elastic collisions depend on the 
accelerating voltage and the nature of the specimen.  For example, for a 50 nm thick carbon film illuminated 
with 50kV electrons, 34% of the beam is undeflected, while 11% is elastically scattered and 55% is 
inelastically scattered. 

 Since matter is mainly empty space, the trajectory of an electron must pass very close to an atomic 
nucleus or electron before it is deflected.  Scattering of the beam electrons from direct collisions with the 
atomic nuclei and electrons represents a negligible factor contributing to image contrast compared with 
scattering due to electrostatic deflection since the probability of a direct collision is very low because nuclei 
and electrons have such small cross-sections. 

a. Elastic scattering (Figs. I.103 and I.104) 

 An electron passing close to a nucleus is attracted toward the positive charge.  The electron travels a 
hyperbolic path near the nucleus and then travels a straight line, but at some angle T with respect to the 
original trajectory.  An electron passing closer to the nucleus is more strongly attracted by the positive charge 
and is therefore deflected through a larger angle.  The momentum of the incident electrons is sufficient that 
they escape capture by the nucleus.  Elastic scattering results in deflection of the incident electrons through 
angles up to but not much greater than 10-2 radians. 

 
Fig. I.104.  The principal modes of interaction of high-energy electrons with the atoms of 
matter constituting the specimen.  (From Meek 2nd ed., p.95) 



Contrast Mechanism
• Contrast differentiates specimen from background.

Contrast in TEM is enhanced by defocusing the objective lens

DOI: 10.1039/C3SM27787A



CTF (Contrast Transfer Function)

• CTF Defined: CTF (Contrast Transfer Function) describes how an imaging system 
modulates contrast at different spatial frequencies (resolutions)
• Role in Microscopy: CTF affects how microscopes interpret and display specimen 

details
• Correction Importance: Without CTF correction, images can have artifacts or 

missing information
• Application: Crucial in electron microscopy to achieve accurate, high-resolution 

images
• Significance: Understanding and correcting CTF ensures reliable and clear 

microscopic observations



Effects of CTF
Defocus: 
• It refers to the extent to 

which an imaging 
system is out of focus. In 
electron microscopy, it's 
the distance between 
the plane where the 
microscope is focused 
and the actual plane of 
the specimen.

Simulated 7-member focal series of TEM images of a test 
object featuring both amplitude and phase contrast 
(defocus)

Koch, Christoph. (2013). Towards full-resolution inline electron holography. Micron (Oxford, England : 1993). 63. 
10.1016/j.micron.2013.10.009.



CTF image correction
Image clarity: CTF correction ensures 
that the images produced by TEM are 
sharp and clear, free from distortions.
Accurate representation: Without CTF 
correction, the TEM images might not 
truly represent the specimen's actual 
structure.
Eliminate artifacts: CTF can introduce 
unwanted visual artifacts. Correcting it 
removes these, ensuring genuine 
observations.
High-resolution imaging: For TEM to 
achieve its potential in high-resolution 
imaging, CTF correction is essential. Jeong, HS.,. et al.. J Anal Sci Technol 4, 14 (2013)



Single particle analysis

Alignment, 
Classification,
Angular assignment

• ~1000 images (inherently 
atomic resolution)

• 104-106 particles

3D 
reconstruction



Steps in a single particle reconstruction

• Collect data
• Align frames
• Estimate CTF
• Pick particles
• 2D Classification
• Generate initial model
• Refine data against initial model
• Estimate resolution



Fourier Stuff

Real space image Fourier transform

From Kevin Cowtan's Picture Book of Fourier Transforms

Brightness is amplitude, 
colors are phases



Fourier Stuff

Low pass filter Reverse transform

From Kevin Cowtan's Picture Book of Fourier Transforms



Fourier Stuff

High-pass filter Reverse transform

From Kevin Cowtan's Picture Book of Fourier Transforms



Fourier transform of a micrograph

Thon rings that show the CTF

What is this?



Principle of 3D reconstruction
• The projection theorem 

says that each projection of 
an object is a central 
section in Fourier space 
• A 3-D reconstruction can be 

obtained by measuring a 
sufficiently large number of 
these projections covering 
as much of 3-D Fourier 
space as possible. 
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Projection Theorem (cont.) 

is just the projection integral whereas F(h,k,0) is one of the 
central sections of the 3-D Fourier transform.   

The term {    f(x,y,z)dz} 
∞ 

-∞ 
 ∫ 

 

F(h,k,0) =         {   f(x,y,z)dz}e[i2π(hx+ky)]dxdy 
  ∫∫ 

∞ 

-∞ 
∫ 

Principle of 3-D Reconstruction 

•  The projection theorem 
says that each 
projection of an object 
is a central section in 
Fourier space 

•  A 3-D reconstruction 
can be obtained by 
measuring a sufficiently 
large number of these 
projections covering as 
much of 3-D Fourier 
space as possible. 

How Many Projections Are Needed? 
•  Take an �bounded� object, o(r) 

–  What does �bounded� mean? 
–  A �bounded� object can be described as the product 

of an �unbounded� object, ô(r), with a shape function, 
s(r) that defines the limits of the object 

•  The Fourier transform that we seek to recover 
from the projections then becomes a convolution 
of the unbounded transform with the transform of 
the shape function 

•  Every Fourier component in O(k) is “surrounded” 
by the shape transform S(k) 

o(r) = ô(r) s(r) 

O(k) = Ô(k)!S(k) 

How Many Projections Are Needed? 
•  The shape transform, S(k), normally has its main 

maximum within a region of Fourier space of 
dimension 1/D if D is the size of the object. 

•  This means that the Fourier transform, O(k), 
varies smoothly over a distance 1/D  

•  Then the rule for the number of projections, N, 
needed for a 3-D image (reconstruction) comes 
to 

•  where D is the object diameter and 1/d is the 
desired resolution 

N = πD/d 



Classification and averaging



Backprojection yields new 3D model



Higher resolution model yields better classification



Refinement converges on high resolution reconstruction



Steps in a single particle reconstruction

• Collect data
• Align frames
• Estimate CTF
• Pick particles
• 2D Classification
• Generate initial model
• Refine data against initial model
• Estimate resolution


